SB04 PDA is a powerful suite of supply chain solutions that integrates with Acumatica which produces savings and greater profitability.

The features and benefits are:
> Helps created structured bins and integrates with Acumatica item locations.

> Uses Acumatica best practice workflows such as fulfilling and updating Shipments, create Purchase Receipts from Purchase Orders, and all information is updated through the API.

> Uses SB04 Pick / Pack manager to handle batch and serial numbers in the easiest way possible.

> Handles Stock transfers, Stocktake with cycle counting support.

> EDI label printing and integration with freight carriers.

> Proof of Delivery and Run Management.

SB04 PDA is feature rich and allows flexibility. It uses all the information within Acumatica and allows users on the shop floor to capture data more accurately and efficiently and have all information integrated within Acumatica. All information is integrated through the API and uses a Windows Service.

SB04 PDA allows users to be offline as it is a store and forward solution built for the Windows Mobile environment. More cost effective solution allows a near immediate Return On Investment (ROI) and with a simplified solution allows for end users to pick up the functionality very quickly.